Mirrored Sims Tutorial
How to Make a Rug (without Rug-o-Matic)


You will need: 

	Transmogrifier (Tmog)

Graphics program capable of resizing, skewing and rotating images with layer/object capabilities
A folder to store your working files
	A picture of your new rug
A rug you can use as a base object
The Sims game


Notes:	There are two types of rugs in The Sims. Maxis rugs don't cover the whole outer tile and can be used against walls without being visible along the base of the wall on the other side. Rug-o-matic rugs are made using the Rug-o-matic program and they cover the whole tile, being infamous for the wall base issue. However, the speed with which rugs can be made using Rug-o-matic outweigh the problem for most Sims creators and players, because making rugs without that program can be a rather tedious undertaking. Still, it can be a useful thing to know how to do it. 


Steps:

In your game, look through your rugs until you find one that's the right shape and size to suit your new rug. It should be either a Maxis rug, or a rug made by someone who allows their items to be cloned. Make a note of the rug name so you can find it more easily in Tmog.

	Close your game, then open Transmogrifier (Tmog). 
Important Note: Do not try to open Tmog while your game is running as that can cause file corruption.


	Locate the rug you chose, then clone it by selecting it, then clicking on the 'Clone Object File' button. Type in a file name for your new rug and click 'OK'.


	Select your new rug object, then click on 'Export Object File'. As you only want to retexture the rug, the default settings will be fine with one exception - unchecking the 'Create Sub Directories' box can make things a little easier for you as it will put all of the sprites in the same folder. When you're happy with your choices, click 'OK', then browse to where you want to save your exported files. Click on 'Save' and sit back and enjoy as Tmog does what Tmog does to turn your object file into a folder of graphics for you to work with. 


	You'll come back to Tmog later, but for now close it and open your graphics program, then open a new file. This will be your work area, so make sure you give yourself more than enough room for what you need to do. It's good practice to save this file right away, then keep saving it every now and then as you work, just in case.


	Open the picture that is to be your new rug. Copy it, then paste it as a new object/layer in your work area. 


	Open all of the images you exported earlier, from your rug base. These images are called 'Sprites' and they should each show a piece of rug on a yellow background. You should have 2-4 sprites for each tile, depending on what rug you chose to work with. Each sprite will have a letter as well as a direction or front/back designation. The directions/designations tell you which pieces of rug belong together when assembled. For every sprite, mask off the yellow background colour, then invert the mask so it covers only the piece of rug. 


	Sprites come out of Tmog in 'Indexed Colour', also known as '256 colours', 'Paletted Colour' or '8 bit colour depth'. While you can work just fine in that, some programs use '24 bit colour' or 'RGB colour' as default, so check what your program uses. Most graphic/art programs can convert an image between several formats, so you may wish to convert your sprites into '24 bit colour/RGB colour' before the next step.


	When you're happy with your mask and colour format, copy and paste each sprite's masked area as a new object/layer in your work area. Don't just put them anywhere, though. Check each piece's designation as you go, to gather together the pieces for each different view of the rug. Keep the sprites open as you'll need them again soon.


	Assemble the rugs so you have complete views. Generally rug parts should fit together without any gaps or overlap, but some rugs are meant to overlap, so you should check with Tmog to be sure what you're dealing with and also to help with which bit goes where. Every rug is different. As long as you kept all of the same view pieces together when you pasted them into the file, you should have this step sorted before too long.


	When all of your rug views are assembled, mask each set of pieces off as complete rugs. I use a 'Create Mask from Object' command in my art program, but your method will depend on your own program's features.


	Now it's time to resize your new rug to fit the base rug! There are a few ways to do this, but they all start off the same way. Make a copy of your new rug and work with this copy so you have your original safe, in case you make a mistake and need to start over. 


	A rug is different from a painting or other object because you don't just skew a flat image to fit the base. As it's a horizontal texture, you need to both skew and rotate it. This can make fitting it to a mask a bit tricky. But there is a way to get a perfect fit each time. Create a new layer in your work file, then paint on that layer where the mask is for one of the base rug views. Cover it completely. When you're done, you should have a coloured block in the shape of your rug. Do the same for each of the base rug views, each on a new layer. 


	For each of those new rug-shaped objects, rotate by -63 degrees (make sure it's a negative), then skew by 36 degrees. This will get you a roughly rectangular shape for each one.  


	Make a copy of your new rug for each rectangular shape. If your rug has four directions, rotate one by 90 degrees, one by 180 degrees and one by 270 degrees. If your rug has a front and back view only, rotate one by 180 degrees. This will get you the different views for your new rug. 


	Match your new rug copies up to the rectangular shapes, then resize each of them to fit with a couple of pixels over on all sides.


	Once your rug copies are the right size, skew each of them by -36 degrees (make sure it's a negative), then rotate by 63 degrees. This will get you the versions of your new rug needed for the final fitting.


	You're almost there! Line each of your rugs up so it covers the masked base rug for its view. Whatever is in the masked area will end up as your new rugs, so adjust them now until you're happy with them. When you're ready, you need to 'clip' your rugs to the mask. The exact term will depend on your program, but basically you need to erase all the bits of your rugs that are outside the masked area. Most graphics programs have a 'clip/shape/cut to mask' feature, or something similar, so you only have to click a button/menu item and your picture will be cut down to fit the mask. If you can't find anything like that in your program, don't worry, there is another way. You can also invert the mask, then use your eraser tool to erase all of the rugs that are outside the original masked areas. However you do it, you'll end up with rugs that fit your base rug views.


	Remove the mask.


	Make copies of each new rug until you have one copy for each piece of base rug. Do not move any of them! You should end up with all of the copies exactly on top of each other and all on top of your assembled rug views. 


	If your program has an object rollout that shows what objects are in your file, use that to select each piece of base rug at a time. Otherwise, you may need to 'hide' all of your rug copies so you can see the base rug pieces. Working on one piece of base rug at a time, mask it off and then select one copy of the new rug and clip/cut it to fit the mask. This will go a lot faster if you have 'create mask from object' and 'clip to mask' functions or similar in your graphics program, but just do the best you can. However you reach it, the end goal is the same. You should end up with views of your new rug, all divided up to fit the rug base's pieces. 


	One piece at a time, copy and paste it back into its corresponding sprite so it exactly covers the original rug base piece. Take your time. This step is very easy to make mistakes in. You may find it easier if you import the partially complete rug into Tmog every few pieces, to make sure everything is going okay.


	For each sprite, remove the mask, then 'Merge Down' all layers/objects. Some programs call this process 'Flattening'. You need to combine your new rug pieces with the background. 


	If you converted your sprite from 'Indexed/Paletted/256 Colours/8 bit colour' mode, then you now need to convert it back again. P Sprites (sprites with the object on a yellow background) all need to be in this mode in order to work in Tmog. See your program's help files for detailed instructions if you need them.


	Save your sprites and close them all. That's it for your art program now.


	Back in Tmog, select your new rug object, then click 'Import Object File'. It should open in the folder you saved your export in. Click 'Open', then wait for Tmog to do its thing and click 'OK' when it's done.


	Click on 'View Object' to view your new rug. Check it from all views to make sure everything is as it should be. Click 'OK' to get back out again. 


	Click 'Edit Object' to set your new rug's catalogue name, price and description. Where it says 'Language', that means the details will only show in the language chosen. If you want anyone using any language in their game to see your rug's details, click the 'Set All' button beside it, then click 'OK'. 


Congratulations, you have now successfully made a rug for your Sims 1 game, without using Rug-o-matic! 

